NLMK Europe
NLMK Europe relies on future ready fiber optic

Connectivity is playing an increasingly important role in the industrial sector. NLMK
Europe, a subsidiary of one of the world’s biggest steel producing companies, is no
exception. It relies on the uninterrupted flow of data coming from and going to their
various steel mills and sales offices in Europe. NLMK Europe chose high-speed fiber optic
network connections from Eurofiber Belgium as the reliable basis for their existing
connectivity needs, with the assurance that they can easily upgrade to future bandwidth
demands.
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Curious to hear more about what we could
achieve for your organization?
Eurofiber has been a fast-growing international provider of industry-leading
digital infrastructure since 2000. Relying on our own fiber optic network and
data centers, we provide smart, future-proof solutions for companies,
government bodies and non-profit organizations. Customers have
complete freedom to choose the services, applications and providers they
need, allowing them to tap into the full potential of digital innovation.
Eurofiber has an extensive fiber optic network in the Netherlands and
Belgium, it unlocks its four data centers of its own and almost all public data
centers in the Benelux.
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